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Introduction
High Point Plantation (9MC66), located on the north end of Sapelo Island (Figure
1), has a complex and intriguing history. This site also possesses a certain element of
archaeological ambiguity concerning its nature, and even its location. A primary purpose
of the survey and testing program carried out at High Point by the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga during the summer of 2007 was to substantially reduce, if not
eliminate, many of these uncertainties. As summarized below, this goal has largely been
achieved. Additionally, it has simultaneously been possible to provide the project
sponsor—the Georgia Department of Natural Resources—with a cultural resource
management document that outlines (1) the content and spatial extent of the archaeological record at 9MC66, (2) the significance of those remains, and (3) suggestions for
future research.
Much of the effort devoted to this project occurred in the form of a systematic
survey of ½ meter screened test pits. Based on a 20-meter interval, this survey
methodology was also employed in 2006 at Chocolate Plantation (see Honerkamp, Crook
and Kroulek 2007; Honerkamp 2007) and thus allows direct comparisons to be made
with the Chocolate results. Based on the positive results of both projects, this approach
can be considered as a template for future research at other plantation sites on Sapelo.
Geophysical Background
The fourth largest of six barrier islands along the Georgia coast, Sapelo Island is
located in the Atlantic Coastal Plain Province (Thornbury 1965). Sapelo originated with
other barrier islands in the late Pleistocene and Holocene (Hoyt and Hails 1967), and
today measures about ten miles long and three miles wide. It is separated from the
mainland by five miles of tidal creeks, estuaries, and salt marsh. Tidal ranges are
extensive, averaging roughly seven feet between high and low. Along with the reduction
of beach grasses from historic-period cattle grazing, this fluctuation contributes to the
instability of some of the Island’s margins (Teal and Teal 1997), as a comparison of
modern and historic maps reveals.
The Island is composed of three major ecological communities: marine, aquatic,
and terrestrial. Besides the extensive marsh and estuary-creek system, the marine
community includes the ocean shoreline on the east, with fairly shallow offshore water
depths (Henry and Hoyt 1963), while the aquatic system includes fresh water ponds with
their associated plants and animals. The terrestrial community comprises upland and
lowland forest species, including numerous stately live oaks, pine forests, and saw
palmetto in the interior. An extensive saw palmetto stand was present on the east edge of
the project area, and it in essence formed an impenetrable survey barrier due to the
extensive time and labor required to grid out and dig units there. A contemporary account
of Sapelo in the form of the legend on a 1760 survey map (see Figure 4, p.6) serves to
illustrate the overwrought boosterism of promotional rhetoric in the colonial period while
summarizing the available resources on Sapelo:
These Islands abound with live Oak Timber for ship building, Water Oak and red
Bay, & on some part of it are good sawing pines. The land is intermixed with such
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as is proper for Corn, Indico &c. with many convenienceys for reserves of Water &
large Savannas capable of being improved for rice plantations, & upon every side of
the Islands are large quantities of feeding Marsh fit for pasturage. (1760 Yong and
DeBrahm Map)

Figure 1. 1979 Sapelo Sound USGS Map. Project area is circled in red.

The reality of Sapelo’s natural advantages—or at least those of High Point—is more
muted. A 1961 Soil Conservation Service map of McIntosh County shows this area
composed primarily of poorly-drained St. Johns fine sand, which is classified as “poor”
for agricultural drainage and overall is “low in natural fertility” (USDA 1961:19, 53). A
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lens of Rutledge fine sand runs roughly north-south through the St. Johns association, and
it shares these less-than-optimum agricultural characteristics. This in part may explain the
absence of a sustained plantation at the site over time. As seen in the 1979 USGS map
reproduced as Figure 1, the primary geographical advantage of this location was probably
the close access to (relatively) deep water off the bank of the Mud River, especially since
the area tidal ranges are so dramatic; depending on what they’ve been drinking, even
experienced boaters are forever getting grounded at low tide around Sapelo. The north
portion of the site exhibits a large expanse of marsh and long, sloping riverbank contours
before navigable water is reached. There are numerous references from at least one
contemporary source for the use of High Point as a river landing to off-load water-borne
supplies and in exchange for cattle in the last half of the 19th century (Humphries 1991).
Thus, the west edge of 9MC66 appears to be a more likely location for initial occupations
than the north edge. As will be seen later, survey data support this contention.
Although the Soil Conservation Service map implies a high degree of consistency
in soil associations, the actual local stratigraphy at High Point varied across the site,
sometimes between units that were only 10 m apart. However, a “typical” profile is
presented in Figure 2, which illustrate the west profile of a test unit on a well (Feature 3)

Figure 2. West Profile, Hand Dug Well. Well shaft is on the right side of the unit. Scale = 50 cm.

associated with some tabby foundations. Zone 1 is a composed of dark gray, humicstained sand (0 – 20 cm) above the light gray Zone 2 sand ( 20-45 cm); dark brown sterile
hardpan begins to show up at about 45-50 cm below surface. The majority of artifacts
recovered from survey units at this site came from Zone 1. Actual zone thicknesses
varied somewhat from unit to unit. Only one subsurface tabby feature was identified in a
survey unit (455N 320E), as discussed below. The rest of the features were above ground.
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Historical Background
A comprehensive history of High Point has yet to be published, although passing
references to the site are common. In his extensive overview of Sapelo Island history,
Sullivan (1997) lists 21 entries in his index for this site, and Crook et al. (2003) discuss
High Point several times in their historical background section. Wright, Williamson, and
Crass (2003) also present a brief historical summary for the site. Thomas (1989) and
Keber (2002a) offer the most detailed documentary accounts of High Point, even as they
concentrate primarily on the French presence there. These sources, along with Archibald
McKinley’s journal (Humphries 1991), provide the basis for the following synopsis.
The Mission Period. Larson (1980), Thomas (1993) and Worth (1995) outline the
chequered history of successive Spanish mission occupations and reoccupations on the
Georgia coast. The ill-fated Franciscan missionization attempts in the 16th century, which
may have involved Sapelo, culminated in the 1597 Indian rebellion and the martyrdom of
all but one of the Franciscans residing in the Guale province. The Spanish missionaries
were at it again during the first quarter of the 17th century with the reestablishment of San
Jose de Sapala. By 1680, like other mission settlements, San José de Sapala was joined
by relocating mainland and barrier island Guale and Yamassee remnant populations.
Perhaps related to this documentary possibility, surface collections from High Point in
the UWG Waring Laboratory include fragments of olive jar, tin enameled earthenware,
and glazed tile that could be associated with a Spanish mission. Additionally, the western
beach area of 9MC66 that was surface collected by UTC on several occasions during low
tide also resulted in the recovery of a fragment of olive jar and a sherd of trade porcelain,
among other types (Figure 3). Spanish ceramics were found at four sites during survey
work by West Georgia College from 1974 to 1979: Kenan Field, Bourbon Field, an area
north of the Shell Ring, and High Point (Larson 1980:37).
More recently, Richard Jeffries of the University of Kentucky has carried out
archaeological surveys adjacent to 9MC23, the Sapelo Shell Ring Site, and has recovered
numerous Mission-period artifacts (Jeffries and Moore 2008), but this site is located
approximately 2 km from High Point. Finally, in 2007 the University of West Florida
carried out a systematic survey at Bourbon Field (9MC71), about 5 km from High Point,
that is in part aimed at locating a suspected Spanish mission (Norma Harris, personal
communication). Two fragments of olive jar and numerous Altamaha series ceramics and
features have resulted from this project.
While the possibility of identifying 16th and 17th century Spanish material is
exciting, the focus of the UTC survey on Sapelo was aimed at locating evidence of
suspected 18th century British colonial and French components. Surveyors-General
Yonge and DeBraham produced a map of Sapelo in 1760, and two house symbols are
shown in the vicinity of the site: one on the west bank of the Island facing the Mud River,
and another to the east adjacent to Sapelo Sound, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 4.
Interestingly, the High Point location bears a note concerning the presence of “Oranges &
limes” near the easternmost structure, which implies an earlier Spanish presence. This
map was produced following the sale of Sapelo at public auction by the British Crown,
and the two images of houses could represent the imagination of the cartographers, actual
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Figure 3. Artifacts From West Beach Area, 9MC66. Left to right, top: olive jar, glazed tile; center:
plain porcelain; bottom: brown salt glazed stoneware, blue on white porcelain, ginger bottle.

structures, or a combination of reality and fancy. If they were images of structures
predating 1760, their occupants remain a mystery.
Negative evidence indirectly argues against British settlement on Sapelo in the
decade before the map was produced. In 1753 Jonathan Bryan made a trip along the
Georgia coast and visited several barrier islands. Unlike St. Catherines and St. Simons,
which were both occupied at the time of Bryan’s visit, no mention is made of
occupation(s) on Sapelo, other than “the remains of an old Spanish Fort” (1996:22). This
undoubtedly refers to the Shell Ring Site that (incorrectly) bears the same label on the
1760 map.
An Unlikely Trio: Musgrove-Bosomworth-Levy. Mary Musgrove and her
husband Thomas Bosomworth claimed Sapelo, along with two other barrier islands, on
the basis of a disputed grant from the Creek Indian chief Malatchi. In 1754 they even sold
a moiety of their supposed interest in the three islands to London merchant Isaac Levy
(see Honerkamp, Crook and Kroulek 2007:4-5). Levy declared that he had generated
“great Expences in improving his aforesaid Acquisition” (Levy 1760), and had made
efforts “to settle & cultivate the said lands” (Levy 1767). Thus, the structures indicated
on the 1760 map could possibly, if implausibly, relate to either Musgrave-BosomworthLevy’s own occupation(s) or to their roles as absentee landowners renting to others. Their
various and sundry land claims were never recognized by the Crown, although the Royal
Governor of Georgia eventually negotiated a quitclaim settlement with Musgrove and
Bosomworth; Levy’s moiety agreement seems to have been conveniently ignored. The
upshot of these assorted claims, counterclaims, agreements, settlements and ambiguous
cartographic images is that they raise at least the possibility of mid-18th century British
colonial remains occurring at High Point.
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Figure 4. Section from 1760 Yonge and DeBrahm Map Showing High Point Area (Georgia
Department of Archives and History). Possible structures are indicated with arrows.

A British Colonial Presence: McKay-McIntosh-McQueen. The first name that can
definitely be associated with High Point is Patrick McKay. He obtained Sapelo in 1762
from Gray Elliot, a land speculator who had acquired the Island at auction from the
Crown two years earlier. In his 14 years of activity, McKay almost certainly built a
residence, slave quarters, and outbuildings as part of his plantation endeavor; a wharf that
accessed the relatively deep water of the Mud River most likely was a part of this initial
landscape. After he died, the plantation seems to have been managed by brothers Lachlan
and William McIntosh until 1784, when John McQueen purchased the property (and
presumably the slaves) at a tax sale from McKay’s estate. McQueen was a familiar kind
of land speculator, one that is common on the contemporary Georgia coast. Besides
acquiring Sapelo, he was a joint owner of several other properties, including Cumberland
and Jekyll Islands. He overextended his investments, ultimately forcing him to flip
Sapelo in 1789 to avoid falling into the clutches of his creditors. The sale of Sapelo
Island (which included Blackbeard Island) was to Francois-Maria Loys Dumoussay de la
Vauve.
From this information, the 14-year McKay occupation emerges as the most
plausible, substantial and successful of the site’s early British and American owners.
Most any artifacts from High Point that date to the second quarter of the 18th century
would be expected to be associated with the McKay occupation.
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The French Connection: From Heaven to Hell. Dumoussay‘s purchase of Sapelo
initiated a short but ill-fated chapter of High Point’s history, one that was rife with
intrigue, conflict, and murder. Dumoussay, a resident of Georgia from Paris, sought to
indemnify his Sapelo debt through the sale of shares in his coastal holdings. With the
advent of the French Revolution, many members of the French elite found the Mother
Country to be an uncomfortable and dangerously inconvenient place to reside. Desiring a
safe haven for their fortunes, not to mention their heads, four investors were quickly
recruited, and in 1790 they formed a co-partnership that jointly owned “land, livestock,
slaves, furniture, houses, a boat, and other items” on Sapelo (Thomas 1989:42).
Dumoussay was to act as administrator and manager of the Sapelo Company (“Societe de
Sapelo”), and he also kept the financial records and was to distribute the many
anticipated dividends. The other members of the Company were Julien-Joseph Hyacinthe
de Chappedelaine, a friend of Dumoussay who recruited the other partners; CharlesPierre César de Boisfeillet, a retired military man who was Hyacinthe’s maternal uncle;
Cristophe Poulain DuBignon, a well-to-do merchant who had served in the French India
Company; and Pierre-Jacques Meslé, siere de Grandeclos, a nobleman and wealthy
shipowner who never set foot in Georgia. After 1792 Meslé sold a half-interest of his
share to Nicholas-Francois Magnon de la Villehuchet. Magnon, also a successful
merchant and nobleman, managed to get the titles for the partners’ Sapelo holdings
cleared in 1792 and then promptly left for France, at the height of the Terror. He was
prevented from returning to Georgia by his beheading two years later.
Those partners still attached to their heads lived briefly on Sapelo at various times
during the Company’s short-lived existence, with never more than four present on the
Island simultaneously. Of possible archaeological significance is the mention of a
“community residence” at High Point, perhaps the former McKay residence, where
various combinations of partners and their families temporarily resided. Keber
(2002a:180) describes this structure as “a frame house…overlooking Sapelo Sound... It
was simply furnished with three mahogany bedsteads, a chest of drawers, a bureau, one
mahogany table, and assorted chairs.” This modest domicile apparently included a
chimney (Keber 2002a:184). Orange and lime trees were present nearby (see Figure 4),
no doubt originally planted by earlier Spanish missionaries. Other residents on the Island
associated with the Societe de Sapelo would have included slaves, overseers, and French
workmen and their families; frame slave cabins were also surely built. Several of the
partners apparently attempted to reside together in the High Point commune in 1791, but
they clearly couldn’t stand each other. The group-living experiment died abornin’, and
everyone scattered to different parts of the Island, with only César and his family residing
at High Point.
This unhappy episode was a harbinger for even more serious unpleasantness. By
early 1793 the French consul in Charleston described the partners “at daggers drawn”
(Thomas 1989:45). Even Hyacinthe, ever the Sapelo optimist, described his island
condition in a 1792 letter as “the hell we live in,” a far cry from the “Eden” he had
portrayed just two years earlier (Keber 2002a:173, 185). No doubt exacerbated by the
difficulty of actually making a profit in a rugged frontier milieu, bickering and rancor
between the partners increased to the point that the Sapelo Company was dissolved in
1793; all its assets, including 15 slaves, were sold. Characteristically, even the
Company’s collapse was a source of acrimony: there were, in fact, two documents that
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divided the real estate and other assets between the partners, with César publicly
complaining (in the Georgia Gazette) that the second version was fraudulent, as he had
not been properly informed of the sale of the Company’s cattle. Dumoussay countered by
flatly proclaiming César to be a big fat liar. Things went downhill from there. Citing
mismanagement and fraud, numerous lawsuits were filed against Dumoussay’s estate
after his death in 1794, and the Sapelo Company’s coup de grace (as it were) occurred
later in the year when César was indicted for murdering his own nephew (Hyacinthe)!
Only DuBignon managed to prosper by swapping his share of Sapelo property for land on
Jekyll Island, where he developed a successful plantation (Keber 2002b). Dumoussay
may have been buried at High Point, as an “In the Memory of” gravestone bearing his
name was found eroding out of the riverbank somewhere at the site. It currently resides at
the University of Georgia Marine Institute. That it was inscribed in English, not French,
as a “memorial” gravestone, may indicate that it was erected some years after he died,
possibly by Thomas Spaulding.
Suffice it to say that the impact of the short-lived Societe de Sapelo on the
archaeological record at High Point would have been slight at best. The role of the 15
slaves there is unknown, and the community residence was only occupied for a few
weeks before the partners and their families moved elsewhere. César possibly occupied
High Point with his family after the partnership’s demise, but he did not appear to make
any improvements, and he had moved to Bourbon Field prior to his death in 1800 (Keber
2002b:197,198). Given the short-lived occupation(s) and the lack of success at
agricultural activities or anything else, artifacts directly associated with César or any of
the other French residents would be expected to be sparsely represented at the site. The
chimney of the frame house might possibly have an above-ground presence there.
The French influence on Sapelo ends with Jean de Berard Mocquet Montalet, a
French-born sugar planter who moved to Georgia from Haiti. Montalet was the owner of
the Hermitage Plantation on the mainland; he married César’s daughter in 1802. Upon his
young wife’s death three years later, he became owner of the 456-acre High Point
property. By this time Thomas Spaulding owned the southern part of the Island. Montalet
lived at High Point and grew cotton and probably raised cattle until his death in 1814. He
too was supposedly buried at High Point (Sullivan 1997:86). Following his death, High
Point was sold for taxes—Montalet had neglected to pay any in the preceding decade—
and other Sapelo planters purchased his slaves. Francis Hopkins, a prominent planter and
an executor of Montalet’s estate, was the buyer. Thus, the documentary record indicates
that the 12-year Montalet occupation would be a more likely candidate for contributing to
the archaeological record at High Point than any of his earlier French predecessors.
Absentee Landlords: Hopkins, Rogers and Spaulding. The role that Francis
Hopkins played at High Point is difficult to establish. Sometime between 1816 and 1821
he purchased the Montalet estate, but by this time he was living at Belleville Plantation
on the mainland. It is possible that he had no real involvement at High Point at all,
although Sullivan states that his son John lived at High Point “prior to 1819” (1997:826).
Sullivan also identifies tabby remains included in the Hopkins High Point purchase as
“Montalet’s one-story cottage there that had a piazza overlooking Sapelo Sound”
(1997:823), but somewhat paradoxically also mentions that John Griswold, a Northern
entrepreneur, built a house at High Point overlooking Sapelo Sound after 1866 (p. 376); it
is unclear whether or not these structures are one and the same. At any rate, Sullivan’s
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attributions provide a testable hypothesis for the archaeological survey at the site:
materials associated with a Montalet structure should date to the first quarter of the 19th
century, and may include French material culture, particularly ceramics. The later
Griswold residence should exhibit postbellum artifact associations, with no French
ceramics. If the two occupations are on the same spot, a mix of early 19th century and
postbellum materials should be present.
The High Point parcel was bought sometime after 1827 by Dr. Charles Rogers,
who also owned Chocolate. There is no record that he resided at High Point. In 1843
Thomas Spaulding obtained several north end properties that included High Point and
Chocolate, and he gave them to his son Randolph. Randolph and his family resided at
Chocolate, with its extensive infrastructure, but apparently did not occupy the north end.
However, someone may have lived there, as the 1857 Du-Val map reproduced in Figure 5
indicates a structure on the west edge of the site, next to the Mud River. This is the same
approximate location as a structure shown on the 1760 map (Figure 4) and is also next to
the beach area where the collection of artifacts shown in Figure 3 was from. In any case,
an 1859 U.S. Coast Survey chart of Sapelo Sound shows fields but no structure on the

Figure 5. Redrawn 1857 Du-Val Map of the North End. Courtesy of Ray Crook, 1989.
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northwest corner of the Island. Randolph Spaulding died in 1862, and his widow sold
High Point in 1866 to John A. Griswold of New York.
John Griswold, Would-Be Reconstruction Planter. Following Sherman’s Special
Field Order No. 15 of 1865, Sapelo was set aside for both freed slaves and recruited
Freedman, and the Black population of the Island reached 900 (Duncan 1986:33). This
repatriation was short lived, however, and within a year Whites had regained control of
much of their former property and evicted the Freedmen. On Sapelo, a system of
sharecropping contracts was instituted that would characterize the Reconstruction Period
on the coast and elsewhere. Northerner John Griswold purchased Spaulding’s north end
property in 1866 and built (or refurbished) a residence at High Point. After only four
years Griswold’s attempt at extensive cotton cultivation on the north end can perhaps best
be summarized through a reminiscence by Ella Barrow Spaulding. Her pithy and
somewhat sarcastic observation, written in 1914, states that Griswold had “…hoped to
make untold dollars, raising sea island cotton. But his hopes failed of realization, and he
in turn sold to Mr. Cassin” (Humphries 1991:240). Prior to the 1873 sale of High Point to
Cassin, he rented his property and house to Archibald McKinley.
For reasons outlined later, the tabby block foundations at High Point, designated
as Feature 1, are believed to be attributed to Griswold. So also are the material remains
associated with a well adjacent to it.
McKinley’s Brief Stay. Archibald McKinley was married to Sarah Elizabeth
Spaulding in 1866 and was a friend to her brothers, Tom and Bourke. The McKinleys
moved to Sapelo Island in 1870. While their home was being built, he leased 7000 acres
from John Griswold for $500 and moved briefly to Griswold’s High Point house in
December (Humphries 1991: xiv, 56). McKinley was evidently satisfied with these
accommodations, as he made this journal entry on November 3, 1870 (p. 53): “Sallie,
Bourke and I rode up to the extreme North end of Sapelo, to look at the house which Mr.
Griswold offers to rent me. Very much pleased with it. The view is really magnificent—
overlooking Sapelo Sound.” He farmed the Griswold lands using contract freedmen for
cotton and sugar cane. According to Humphries (1991:xxvii) “He [McKinley] planted
cotton and subleased it to black tenant farmers who paid the rent in shares equal to 6,444
pounds at harvest time.” However, the McKinley occupation at High Point lasted just
over six months, as indicated by a mid-June journal entry: “I moved from High Pt. to
Riverside this morning—leaving a negro in charge of the things we left behind.”
(Humphries 1991:74). McKinley apparently ceased all farming activities by 1872 and
formed a partnership with the Spaulding brothers to raise cattle, and he frequently visited
the High Point boat landing as a part of that enterprise. By April 7, 1873, he had this to
say about his former residence with the magnificent view: “Rode up to High Pt. this
morning to get some beef bills signed, but was unsuccessful. The sailors and negroes
have gutted Mr. Griswold’s house up there.” (Humphries 1991:129). Given that the
McKinley tenure at High Point was so brief and was intended to be temporary, the impact
to the archaeological record that is associated with the his family’s occupation would be
expected to be slight.
Cassin to Coffin/Reynolds. James Cassin, another New Yorker, acquired
Griswold’s 7000 acres in 1873, but lost the property in an 1879 foreclosure to Henry
Townsend; nothing is known of Cassin’s or Townsend’s activities on the Island. Amos
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Sawyer bought the property in 1881. Sullivan indicates that Sawyer “attempted to revive
the agricultural operations on the North end,” but this may have occurred at Chocolate
rather than High Point (1997:367). Howard Coffin obtained the north end in 1912. In the
20th century, R. J. Reynolds and the State of Georgia are the final two landowners of
High Point, which apparently was spared the substantial modifications that were made on
other parts of the Island.
Previous Research
The ambiguity of High Point alluded to in the introduction is apparent from the
original 9MC66 Georgia State Site Form, which is not particularly clear about the spatial
extent of the site or its location. The definition of High Point as an archaeological entity
is based on a half-mile scatter of prehistoric and historic ceramics on the bank of the Mud
River and/or Sapelo Sound. Two maps accompany the form: the first (and probably
original) is from a 1954 USGS map that indicates the site to the east of the “point” of the
Island, fronting Sapelo Sound. The collector on the accompanying form is listed as Lewis
Larson, the former State Archaeologist of Georgia, with a collection date of 1952. A later
map, apparently part of a University of South Carolina (USC) Institute of Archaeology
and Anthropology site form recorded by James L. Miche in 1979, is derived from a
nautical chart and represents the site as a large blacked-in circle near the northwest tip of
the Island (fronting the Mud River). By way of contrast, the fairly vague description on
the form accompanying the map reads “The site is located on the northeast tip of Sapelo
Island where the mud [sic] River joins with Sapelo Sound.” Since the Mud River
actually joins Sapelo Sound on the northwest tip of the Island, it is difficult to know
where the site truly resides. The UTM coordinates listed on the “Georgia Archaeology
Survey” form—with “DePrater 1979” listed as an “observer”—corresponds to the
northeast version. The site form description section reads that “the materials recovered
from this beach have no doubt washed from a former land surface – the surface is eroded
sand/mud beach – 50 ft east of beach site are the remains of a ____ [tabby?] structure
where many historic ceramics ____ ____ [were found?].” This “tabby structure” may be
the prominent tabby block foundations adjacent to High Point Road (Figure 6).
Consistent with this easternmost designation, Crook et. al. (2003:9, 10) indicate
that the High Point site includes these block foundations, and that they possibly represent
re-use of the original McKay structure by the Sapelo Company. Historian Buddy Sullivan
has also made this same argument (personal communication, 2007), although he suggests
that McKay’s house was probably not of tabby construction and that the Sapelo Company
built its own housing. Crook later revised his assessment and now believes that these
tabby blocks are associated with the postbellum Griswold occupation (personal
communication, 2007). As will be discussed below, the UTC survey and testing data
support this postbellum attribution.
Interestingly, human skeletal remains were discovered eroding on the west beach
area of the site, approximately in the same location on the Mud River that is shown on the
USC map. This presumed grave was excavated and the results were published in Early
Georgia (Wright, Williamson, and Crass 2003). A separate Georgia Archaeological Site
Form (9MC397) was filled out for this discovery by R. Rogers of DNR in 2000. As
indicated in the article, the burial appeared to date to the late 19th-early 20th centuries and
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consisted of a c. 50-year-old European male. Robust muscle attachments, healed bone
fractures, and the presence of osteoarthritis indicated that this individual was a laborer,
while wear patterns on his dentition suggested that he smoked a pipe. The authors
propose that his could have been one of several burials that had eroded out of the bank,
but that other burials might be present to the east. As noted above, Dumoussay was
purported to have been buried at High Point, and according to Sullivan (1997:84) an
English-inscription gravestone was “recovered at the Marsh at High Point and brought to
the south end of the Island.” This stone is currently residing at the University of Georgia
Marine Institute. Attempts to obtain an interpretable photograph of this object during the
summer of 2007 were in vain.
Dr. Lewis Larson directed several West Georgia College (now University of West
Georgia, or UWG) field schools that apparently carried out several surface collections
and engaged in limited testing during parts of five separate field schools. This included
some detailed maps of the Griswold foundations produced by then-student Ray Crook,

Figure 6. Griswold House Tabby Block Foundations. Facing northeast.

who kindly provided copies to UTC for use in this report. The text of an untitled copy of
a short report on “Test Pit A” at High Point that was curated at the Antonio Waring
Archaeological Laboratory at the University of West Georgia appears as Appendix A.
The author inspected the surface collection material during the spring of 2007.
Unfortunately, neither the testing nor the surface collections were accompanied by maps
or field notes, so their spatial parameters remain unknown, although some of the
12

materials appear to have been found in the general vicinity of the Griswold foundations.
While the vast majority of sherds were whiteware types, some tin-enameled earthenware
sherds were also noted. That these ceramics appeared to have been collected from east of
the foundations provided an impetus for extensive surveying in this area by UTC—with
precious little to show for the effort.
Methodology
UTC’s survey methodology was to establish a 20-meter-interval grid over as
much of the site as possible, and then to excavate and screen ½-meter squares; the
suspected well at the Griswold component of the site was also tested (see Figure 2). One
hundred survey units were eventually completed (Figure 7). The units were normally
placed within 10 cm of the survey flag or stake, although the presence of large trees
required an offset of up to a meter in some cases, and two areas adjacent to the riverbank
were inaccessible due to numerous trees. Despite these variations, the grid is considered
to be adequate for presenting useful artifact spatial distributions. Due to the discovery of
numerous ceramic and/or tabby fragments, the grid interval was reduced to 10 m in some
locations to allow definition the spatial extent of the presumed cabin/midden location. So
as not to skew our coverage, these short-interval units are excluded from the basic survey
maps, presented below, unless otherwise noted. The 11 “supplemental” units were 430N
300E, 430N 440E, 440N 450E, 440N 470E, 440N 490E, 450N 300E, 455N 320E,

Figure 7. High Point Survey Grid. Eleven off-interval supplemental units are included; 500N 500E is
just east of the large Griswold foundation rectangle (black). Tabby feature locations are shown in
red. High Point Road is indicated as a yellow line.
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460N 290E, 460N 450E, 460N 470E, and 480N 470E. Thus, the total number of units
that are part of the 20-meter grid system is 89. All units were screened using ¼-inch
mesh. Due to its large volume, shell was quantified in the field and disposed of as fill in
one of High Point Road’s notoriously problematic mud puddles. Charcoal was also
counted and disposed of in the field; natural fires are a frequent fact of life on Sapelo, and
the presence or absence of charcoal from our survey units was not considered significant.
All artifacts were cleaned and classified in the Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of
Archaeology Laboratory on the UTC campus; tabby was dry brushed before weighing
and was quantified by weight in grams. Artifact tallies were entered into an Excel
spreadsheet that could be imported into ArcMap. The Spatial Analyst utility was used to
construct an “inverse distance weighted interpolated raster layer” (IDW) which employs
nearest neighbor statistical analysis to indicate the geographic extent of various artifact
densities. Relative frequencies (or in some cases, weights) were extrapolated using a
multiple gradient color ramp from green (low quantities) to red (high quantities).
The survey began near the presumed Griswold foundations. A stake arbitrarily
designated as 500N 500E was placed just east of the foundations, and a grid oriented to
magnetic north was established using a total station. A Trimble GPS UTM reading of N
3487997.7514 E 577671.1825 was recorded for this stake. Approximately 1/4 of the total
person-hours devoted to the project was spent in grid layout and associated brush
clearing. The normal fieldwork procedure was to use a grid layout crew of two for cutting
lines through the brush and using the total station to set grid points, with two excavation
crews of three persons each following the clearing/layout crew. This “just-in-time” grid
layout/survey approach allowed real-time flexibility in tracing out promising areas of the
site as they were noted in the survey artifact assemblages.
Selected iron artifacts were conserved using electrolysis and hand cleaning. These
artifacts were then coated with tannic acid and coated with Renaissance™ Micro-crystalline Wax. All artifacts and project records are being prepared for transfer to the Antonio
Waring Archaeological Laboratory at UWG.
Survey and Testing Results
While the High Point artifacts and features were not as abundant as the more
intensively-occupied Chocolate Plantation (Honerkamp et al. 2007), they nevertheless
constitute a coherent archaeological picture of the multicomponent nature of this site. Of
the 10 features that are listed in Table 1, nine are believed to be historic; one (Feature 4)
is probably a remnant tree fall. They will be described below, followed by a summary of
the artifact assemblage from the site. Finally, artifact density distribution maps will be
presented and interpreted.
Features
Eight of the Table 1 features consist of tabby remains directly associated with
architectural elements. Positive structural features are more substantial and therefore
obvious in a heavy underbrush survey environment than are negative features, and this no
doubt accounts for their discovery at High Point. At the outset, however, it should be
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noted that none of the features listed below can be absolutely linked with the Sapelo
Company-César house chimney.

Table 1. Feature List, 2007 High Point Survey.
Feature

Unit

Description

Elevation

FS

1

n/a

Cut tabby blocks of Griswold’s house

surface

n/a

2

n/a

Tabby block corners for a frame structure

surface

n/a

3

SW of Fea 1 Hand dug well or privy

0-125 cm

4

South of Fea 2 Probable tree fall depression

surface

n/a

5

445N 429E

Possible tabby corner post to slave cabin

surface

n/a

6

432N 302.5E Possible tabby corner post to slave cabin

surface

n/a

7

440N 303E

surface

n/a

8

441N 222.30E 2 partial tabby blocks

surface

n/a

9

10

Possible tabby corner post to slave cabin

412N 259.40E Possibly 1 or 2 slave cabin foundations
n/a
455N 320E Tabby rubble filled wall construction trench

41, 44, 46-48,
54, 58, 60, 62,
65, 68

surface

22-52 cm BS

74

Feature 1. This feature encompasses the entire array of cut tabby foundation
blocks just west of 500N 500E on our survey grid (Figures 8, 9). The outer series of
blocks, measuring approximately 52 ft square, comprise the edge of a veranda that
surrounded the main house proper (c. 36 ft on each side). Two interior double fireplaces
are indicated today by tabby rubble piles. The main entrances to the house faced Sapelo
Sound and High Point Road, as indicated in Figure 8 and the Figure 9 sketch map of the
probable floor plan of the structure. The foundations are oriented roughly 20° east of
north.
No ceramic types predating whiteware were found in units adjacent to this
feature, and in fact the overall density of artifacts associated with this structure was rather
light. The nearby well identified as Feature 3 also contained only whiteware or later
ceramic types (see below). The scarcity of domestic refuse and the relatively “late”
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Figure 8. Tabby Block Foundations and Well, Griswold House. From a 1979 map by Ray Crook.

ceramic assemblage from this part of the site are the primary arguments used for
associating this structure with Griswold rather than Montalet or any of the Sapelo
Company residents. An indirect indication that the structure is late rather than early is
seen in the fact that the Feature 1 foundation is composed of cut tabby blocks (Figure 10).
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This foundation treatment is unlike any other found on Sapelo Island: while tabby
foundation pillars (rather than continuous foundations) do occur, only this High Point
structure is composed of cut tabby blocks. Cutting and transporting tabby sections using
19th century technology may seem improbable to those of us who has never actually
produced tabby, but Maurice Bailey (personal communication, 2007) observed that this
was done on 19th century Sapelo using cross cut saws that were kept continuously oiled.
Validation for this oral history comes from none other than Archibald McKinley’s own
journal. On June 28, 1870, McKinley wrote: “Had two hands sawing tabby on Sapelo this
morning, Sawed sixty eight blocks, 2 ft. x 15 in. x 9 inches… Stopped sawing as one of

Figure 9. Sketch Map of Griswold Floor Plan. Redrawn from original by Ray Crook, 1979.
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my men quit. Killed an alligator about seven feet long in the creek just in front of our
door” (Humphries 1991: 42-43). What McKinley did with these blocks is unknown. It is
doubtful that he would have taken them to High Point, since by the date of this journal
entry he had already moved to his new home constructed at Long Tabby. Presumably
Griswold also availed himself of old tabby walls or foundations, possibly at Chocolate,
that were cut into blocks and transported to High Point, to be used as foundation supports
for floor joists to a frame house. In the absence of slave labor, it evidently was more cost
effective to recycle tabby in this manner than to create it from scratch. Whether Griswold
or McKinley, this practice definitely postdates the Spaulding heyday of continuousfoundation tabby construction on Sapelo and elsewhere on the Georgia coast (Gritzner
1978).

Figure 10. Feature 1 Cut Tabby Blocks. North porch foundations, facing west.
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Feature 2. A more modest rectangular tabby foundation was present approximately 12.5 meters southwest of Feature 1 (Figure 8); modern High Point Road lies
between the Griswold house and this structure. It measures 15 ft north-south x 30 ft east
west, and lies in the same orientation as Feature 1. Four right angle corners were present,
along with three block fragments between the corners. Although difficult to determine
due to their low elevations, these foundation elements appear to be cut rather than poured
(Figure 11). A machine-made brick is mortared onto the top of the southwest corner, and
a brick cap almost certainly occurred on all the blocks that in due course were probably
robbed. A central chimney fall appears as a low mound of tabby debris in the center of

Figure 11. Feature 2 Tabby Foundation. Northeast corner; scale = 50 cm.

this structure; 480N 480E (unexcavated) landed on this feature. Due to its proximity to
the Griswold House, and especially its precisely matching orientation, Ray Crook
suspects this to be the house’s detached kitchen (personal communication). The cut
blocks forming the foundations, along with the late brick fragment mortared to one
corner, also suggests approximate contemporaneity between Features 1 and 2.
No surface artifacts were noted in or near Feature 2. Survey pit 480N 470E was
placed approximately 2.5 meters from the west edge of the feature, but produced no
temporally diagnostic artifacts; neither was an anticipated kitchen midden found. This
dearth of artifacts stands in stark contrast to the heavy refuse concentrations encountered
adjacent to most structures at Chocolate Plantation. Variable occupation durations and
intensities most likely account for the disparity in artifact concentrations.
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Feature 3. On his 1979 map of the High Point tabby block foundations, Crook
indicated a depression about 9 meters west of the southwest tabby block associated with
Feature 1. In close vicinity to the Griswold house foundations, he proposed that it was a
filled well that was used in the Griswold era (personal communication 2007). In order to
verify the nature and function of this depression, a 1.5 x 1.5 meter unit was placed in the
depression so as to bisect the suspected well pit and/or shaft (Figure 12). The test unit
was excavated in 10 cm levels using ¼” screen.

Figure 12. Testing Feature 3. High Point Road is in the background. Facing south.

As shown in Figure 2, a well pit surrounding the shaft was not discernable in the
west profile of the test unit. This is probably a result of the shallow depth of the dark
brown hardpan horizon present in this part of the site: in the portion of the test unit where
no surface slumping had occurred, hardpan was encountered at 50 below surface (BS).
Based on the size of the depression associated with Feature 3, only a shaft was originally
dug, presumably due to the difficulty in hand excavating the hardpan. The well shaft was
taken down to 125 cm BS, when further excavation was not feasible due to time
constraints. In contrast to the upper excavated levels, the lowest 10 cm level was almost
completely devoid of artifacts.
20
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Table 2 summarizes the artifact assemblage from this feature. Most significantly
for determining the origin of the feature fill, the ceramic assemblage—regardless of
provenience—is distinctly late, with no pearlware or earlier types recovered. In fact, the
lowest level excavated (Level 11) produced a fragment of gilded gold-edged whiteware,
as illustrated in Figure 13. According to the Digital Type Collections of the Florida State

Figure 13. Ceramics and Glass From the Feature 3 Well. Top left, guilded whiteware rim; right, blue
stenciled whiteware. Bottom left, etched tumbler fragment; right, molded “desert bowl” fragment.

Figure 14. Feature 3 Miscellaneous Artifacts. Top left, oxidized iron drawer pull; right, copper wick
holder fragments; bottom, sulfur fragments.
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Museum (accessed at http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/histarch/gallery_types/), such gilding
“became available in 1836, but was not used by the potteries of Staffordshire until 1870,
and at that point it began being used on cheaper wares.” The blue stenciled application on
the whiteware sherd next to it is an unknown type. Numerous dry cell battery fragments
from Levels 5 and 6 also indicate a filling date of at least the last quarter of the 19th
century. Other Feature 3 artifacts include the etched and fancy molded clear glass
fragments (Figure 13) recovered from Level 4 and the brass wick holder fragments for a
kerosene lamp that were associated with Level 6 (Figure 14). Perhaps the most surprising of all artifacts recovered from this feature, also shown in Figure 14, are the two small
fragments of raw sulfur. Sulfur-based products have traditionally been included in
various insect repellent formulas, and these fragments may be a local reflection of that
time-honored tradition.
Iron artifacts include a possible drawer pull shown in Figure 14. The
miscellaneous iron frequency was 980, mostly in the form of highly oxidized sheet iron
fragments. A large number of nail fragments was also recovered. Surprisingly, no wire
nails were noted in the fill; the more than 500 fragments (including the profile cleaning
context) were all square in cross section. Ten busycon shells were included in the fill, and
along with the shell and bone, probably represent contributions to the diet of the site’s
residents; conch “harvesting” is still practiced today among Sapelo’s permanent inhabitants. Although 138 bone fragments were noted, the average weight per fragment was
only 0.9 grams.
As seen in Table 2, there is a general if not perfect overall reduction in artifact
frequencies in the last two levels excavated, although the bottom of the well was
apparently not reached. Most of these artifacts are consistent with refuse generated by a
domestic habitation. The temporally-sensitive artifacts indicate a late 19th century filling
event for this feature, and it was probably filled at one time: whiteware sherds from levels
3 and 6 were cross-mended.
Feature 4. A depression was noted immediately south of the Feature 2 south wall,
and was initially designated as a possible well. However, subsequent conversations with
Ray Crook indicated that he did not map in this depression in 1979 because it was not
present at that time, so it probably represents the upended root-mass cavity from a tree
fall; as a result of a recent tornado, several such depressions were noted from upended
trees at this site. Feature 4 measures 2.20 east-west by 2.00 meters north-south. Other
than noting its existence, it was not further investigated.
Feature 5. This feature consists of a small tabby block, possibly a foundation
element, measuring 29 by 24 centimeters. As shown in Figure 15, it was covered with
green moss when discovered. Located on our grid at approximately 445N 439E, there
were no surface artifacts found in the vicinity of this feature, nor were any other
associated tabby fragments seen. However, the artifact assemblage from the 440N 440E
survey unit (FS 35) contained large quantities of shell (8.5 liters), tabby (380 grams),
faunal remains (117 grams), and 9 plain whiteware sherds, 2 gray and 1 brown salt glazed
stoneware, 2 lead glazed earthenware, 3 pearlware, two white clay pipe stems (5/64” bore
diameters), and a French-style blade gunflint (Figure 16). This last item is an exciting
find, given the documented presence of the Sapelo Company at High Point. On the other
hand, blade gunflints were widely used in the New World in the colonial period and later,
and cannot be considered as iron-clad ethnic markers (Honerkamp and Harris 2005).
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Figure 15. Feature 5 Tabby Block. Facing grid east; scale = 50 cm.

Figure 16. Blade Gunflint and Fragment. Left, from 440N 440E; right 440N 450E.

With the exception of the whiteware, all of the artifacts in this survey assemblage
could conceivably be associated with the late 18th or early 19th centuries. Nine square
nails (and a single wire nail) were also recovered, as was a solitary round-sectioned clear
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glass fragment. Although temporally mixed, the nails and heavy concentrations of tabby
plaster and shell in the survey unit suggest the presence of a structure near this feature,
while the ceramics, bone and shell indicate that an associated refuse midden is also
present.
Feature 5 is roughly 45 meters south and 55 m west of the Griswold foundations.
Given this distance, and the artifact assemblage recovered nearby, it is unlikely that it is
associated with the Griswold habitation. The tabby block is most likely a corner post to a
small frame building. The presence of (relatively late) whiteware in 440N 440E suggests
an extended occupation of this now-absent structure.
Feature 6. Located about 6.5 m south-southeast from 440N 300E, this feature is
composed of tabby blocks forming a right angle (Figure 17). Feature 7, with tabby blocks
of similar in size and composition, is located about 6.5 m to the northeast. Thus, they

Figure 17. Feature 6 Poured Tabby Corner Post. Facing northeast. Exterior dimensions are 81 cm
(top) and 60 cm (left); the sections are 30-33 cm thick.

could possibly be part of the same structure, although their exact relationship to each
other is unknown. Feature 6 forms a right angle and likely represents a corner to a
structure that was part of a post-and-frame construction technique. About 10 meters to the
southwest of this feature a slight surface rise was noted that, when probed, was found to
consist of tabby rubble. This is more than likely a chimney fall remnant. If it is an end
chimney, the Feature 6 corner may mark the north end of the same structure. Unlike the
Feature 2 blocks, these do not look as if they are cut; rather, they appear to be poured, as
there are striations on the sides of the blocks consistent with board lathing. The large
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crack at the juncture of the two blocks also indicates that they originally were joined
together as one.
Despite this concatenation of features consistent with a structure, few artifacts
were found in the six adjacent survey units. Since a house was possibly identified in
terms of the tabby-block corner and chimney fall, an off-interval survey unit was placed
at 430N 440E, but precious little was recovered from this presumably interior-located
unit. Table 3 summarizes the sparse artifact tallies associated with the nearby survey
units: little in the way of domestic refuse was found. This indicates that this structure was
occupied for a fairly brief period. Plain pearlware and a 4/64” white pipe stem suggest a
possible early occupation date, but the transfer printed whiteware sherds posses a
terminus post quem of 1826.
Feature 7. The two tabby blocks that compose the feature shown in Figure 18
were located at 440N 303E on our grid. They are similar in width and composition (that
is, they appear to be poured) to the Feature 6 tabby blocks. As indicated above, based on
proximity, Features 6 and 7 may be part of the same structure, but this association cannot

Figure 18. Feature 7 Poured Tabby Blocks. Facing southeast; scale = 50 cm.

be conclusively demonstrated. Nor is it possible to say that the Feature 7 blocks formed a
corner at one time. The adjacent survey unit (440N 300E) contained a moderate amount
of artifacts, as shown in Table 3, but neither artifacts nor unit profiles revealed the
presence of a significant midden. Little else can be deduced from the presence of these
blocks.
Feature 8. Two small tabby fragments (Figure 19) that were 3.30 m apart in an
east-west orientation were recorded adjacent to the bank of the Mud River; both are about
two meters from 440N 220E. While the survey unit was almost completely devoid of
artifacts—a fragment of glass, a single small bone, an aboriginal sherdlet, and just 19 g of
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tabby was all that was noted—a single sherd of plain delftware was found on the surface
about 7 m south of the unit. Probing near the sherd and the tabby failed to reveal anything
else. It should be noted that this general vicinity may possibly correspond to the
westernmost house structure drawn on the map of 1760 (Figure 4). This is also the
location from which the collection of low-tide beach artifacts illustrated in Figure 3 was
generated. That early (albeit unassociated) artifacts would be discovered in the same
location that the Yonge and DeBrahm map show a structure is no doubt more than simply
coincidence. What these scant artifacts and tabby suggest is the possibility that the
original McKay residence occurred in this general location. Since the riverbank is
currently undergoing erosion, the primary portion of the McKay site may have been
destroyed: a house adjacent to the Mud River in 1760 may well be in the river today.
Feature 9. The only other above-ground features discovered during the High Point
survey were five tabby fragments, including one substantial block that had been upended
by the trunk of an oak tree. Figure 20 illustrates four of the five tabby components that
were discovered between 400N 260E and 420N260E on the grid. The two small
northernmost fragments (top) were at 412.0N 259.4E and 412.35N 258.85E on the grid
and may have been from a single block. This is probably also the case for the upended
block and its smaller companion (Figure 20, bottom) that occurred at 402.5N 262.7E. The
fifth small fragment (23cm x 12cm) was on the opposite (south) side of the tree that is
shown in Figure 20. It was not possible to determine if the large block was cut or poured.
Survey unit 400N 260E was closest to the large tabby block, but it contained only
a lead glazed earthenware sherd, 2 small pieces of miscellaneous iron, and a bone
fragment in addition to a substantial collection of architectural-related items: a liter of
oyster shell, 5.4 kg of tabby, 8 brick fragments and 2 square nails. Several of the other
surrounding units were devoid of artifacts altogether, although 400N 280E contained, a
trace of shell, 6.4 kg of tabby, 15 brick fragments, a bone, and a single sherd of slip
decorated earthenware, which probably dates to the 18th century. While these sparse
artifact tallies were not particularly impressive, they at least indicate a possible early
occupation accompanying the tabby foundation elements. It was probably of brief
duration and did not produce a substantial midden. Given the sporadic nature of the
overall High Point settlement history, this is not surprising.
Feature 10. Unlike Chocolate Plantation, which produced nine subsurface cultural
features using an identical survey methodology and a slightly larger sample, only one
such feature was discovered at High Point. Survey Unit 455N 320E, which was offset
five meters on our formal grid, immediately produced early ceramics as well as
substantial tabby plaster. After screening to 27 cm below surface, a coherent linear
deposit of fragmented plaster was recorded (Figure 21 top). Extending to a depth of 47
cm below surface, this feature appears to be a shallow tabby-filled trench with a flat
bottom and sloping sides (Figure 21 bottom).
The feature fill contained over 23 kg of tabby. Some of this plaster bears
impressions of lathing, indicating that it was probably originally located on the interior of
a structure. Similar tabby plaster was also noted at the 18th century Mary Musgrove site
near Savannah (Chad Braley, personal communication) and the Forrester and Hird sites at
Fort Frederica on St. Simons Island (Honerkamp 1980). Interestingly, Ray Crook found
plaster tabby with vine impressions associated with a foundation trench for a small slave
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cabin at Behavior (2008:13-14). There was no attached fireplace (and consequently no
chimney fall) associated with the Behavior cabin.

Figure 19. Feature 8 Tabby Fragments Near the Mud River. Facing north; scale = 50 cm.

Figure 20. Feature 9 Tabby Fragments. Top, facing west; bottom, facing southeast. Scale = 50 cm.
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Figure 21. Plan View and Profile of Feature 10 Plaster Tabby Deposit. Facing north; scale = 50 cm.

The function of Feature 10 is not intuitively obvious, particularly since it is filled
with finishing and not structural tabby. Although no post holes were present on the floor
of the unit, Feature 10 may be part of a repair-rebuilding episode, which could explain
why the trench was open when interior plaster was available to be dumped into it. Much
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more than a diminutive half meter of this intriguing feature needs to be excavated in
order to determine its form and function.
Six sherds were associated with Survey Unit 455N 320E: 1 plain pearlware, 3
transfer printed pearlware, a plain porcelain fragment, and a sherd of refined earthenware,
probably pearlware, imbedded in a tabby fragment. Four fragments of round-section and
three fragments of flat-section glass were also found. Other domestic artifacts include 8
fragments of bone (4 gm), and a brass furniture tack. Besides the plaster, four square nails
were the only other architectural items recovered.
A moderate number of artifacts were noted in the nearby survey units (Table 4).
Only 440N 340E and 460N 300E contained more ceramics than did the feature unit (7
and 8, respectively), with the former including creamware and pearlware while the latter
contained whiteware only. The highly circumscribed nature of artifact distributions in this
area is well illustrated by the artifact tally in 460N 320E, which is a mere five meters
from Feature 10: 27 shell and 5 square nail fragments is all that was recovered in this
adjacent unit. Unlike the slave cabins at Chocolate, which were part of a working
plantation occupied more or less continuously for decades that generated extensive sheet
deposits, much more modest deposits characterize the High Point structures. Since the
ceramic series listed in Table 4 contains manufacturing ranges that extend from the late
18th century (creamware, pearlware) to the mid-19th century (whitewares), the “thin”
archaeological record at this site indicate that an overall low population density generated
it. Again, the High Point documentary record is generally in accordance with this
interpretation.
No remains associated with a chimney fall that might represent the Sapelo
Company frame house were discovered. However, the overall layout of the non-Griswold
features (Features 5 through 10) exhibit a suspicious alignment: 10, 6/7 and the Feature 9
cluster appear to form a straight line, with Feature 8 at a right angle to it. This may
indicate that they constitute a line of slave cabins (so also might the three features present
on the 440N line). It is probably not possible to meaningfully test this suggestion with the
survey data generated during 2007; more intensive testing is required.
Survey Results: Artifacts
A major goal of the UTC research at 9MC66 was to generate a spatial model of
artifact distributions. Such an approach is useful for interpreting settlement patterns at the
site, for guiding future research, and for cultural resource management purposes. Artifact
distributions initially were produced using the contour and wire frame map utilities in the
Golden Software Surfer 8 program. However, due to the inherent limitations of Surfer, it
was decided to switch to ArcMap.
Artifact Inventory
Before looking at the artifact distributions, a summary description of the High
Point survey assemblages is presented. Loosely modeled on South’s (1977) approach for
historic sites, Table 5 lists the artifact groups and classes from the 89 units that are part of
the basic 20-meter interval survey, allowing more or less direct comparisons with the
Chocolate results (Honerkamp et al. 2006:38-39). Surface collection artifacts in FS 1 (for
the site) and FS 42 (the beach area adjacent to 440N 420E) are not included, nor are the
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Table 5. High Point Artifact Groups and Classes, Survey Units.
Kitchen Group
Ceramics
Container glass
Tumbler fragment
Kitchenware
Bone
Architecture Group
Square section nails
Wire nails
UID nails
Small hinge
Window glass
Tabby plaster
Shell
Brick fragments
Furniture Group
Brass tack
Arms Group
Lead Shot
French blade gunflint
.22 Slug
Clothing Group
Grommet, brass
Bead, green faceted
Personal Group
Tobacco Pipes
White clay stem
White clay bowl
Activities
Lead waste
Stones
Aboriginal Ceramics
Debitage

Count
146
73
1
2
317

Weight

Volume

2471

95
1
3
1
9
-

28,6741

-

23.82

217
2
1
1
3

1
1
6
4
2
4
73
1

325.31
24.01

1

Measured as weight in grams; tabby includes Feature 10
Measured in liters

2

artifacts from the 11 supplementary units. Table 6 presents the historic ceramic types and
frequencies from both the basic survey and the supplemental units. In addition to these
historic ceramics, a total of 57 aboriginal sherds (354 g) was also derived from the site
(Appendix B). It is clear from the latter table that most of the judgmentally-placed
supplementary units were located in relatively artifact-rich locations: the sherds-per-unit
totals for the interval versus supplementary samples were 1.6 and 6.5, respectively.
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Table 6 indicates that serving wares predominate in the overall assemblage: 200
(91%) fall in this category. Whitewares dominate the refined types at f =58 (40.1%) for
the interval sample, and several of the UID burned sherds are no doubt whiteware.
Interestingly, the supplemental units resulted in an even higher proportion of whiteware
types (f =50, or 69.4%). However, there is a much higher proportion of pre-whiteware
types, at least for the interval survey, than was the case at Chocolate. In an overall sense
this is probably a result of the continuous nature of the intensive occupation at Chocolate,
right up through the antebellum period, while the High Point occupation started small and
relatively early and was not sustained through time.
Glass artifacts were generally so fragmentary as to be uninformative, with one
large exception. Figure 22 illustrates an entire green glass bottle recovered from 500N
460E, along with almost nothing else included in the unit. The bottom of the bottle was
formed from a cup base mold and therefore provides a terminus post quem of 1880, as the
SHA Historic Bottle Identification web site (http://www.sha.org/bottle/dating.htm)
indicates. Thus, it is likely associated with the Griswold (or later) occupation. How it
came to be deposited some 30 meters from the house is unknown.

Table 6. Total Historic Ceramic Types, 2007 High Point Survey.
Type

Survey Unit f Supplemental Unit f

Lead Glaze Earthenware
Faience, Plain
Slip Decorated Earthenware
Jackfield
Ellers ware
Creamware, Plain
Pearlware, Plain
Pearlware, Hand Painted Polychrome
Pearlware, Green Edged
Pearlware, Transfer Print Blue-On-White
Whiteware, Plain
Whiteware, Blue-On-White Hand Painted
Whiteware, Blue Edged
Whiteware, Annular
Whiteware, Transfer Print Blue-On-White
UID refined earthenware
Stoneware, Brown Salt Glazed
Stoneware, Gray Salt Glazed
UID stoneware
Porcelain, Plain
Porcelain, Blue-On-White
Porcelain, Overglaze Enamel
Totals

Total Percentage

7
5
1
0
2
28
8
1
1
6
47
1
1
3
5
15
1
2
1
0
4
3

4
0
0
1
0
8
3
1
1
0
41
2
0
1
6
0
1
1
0
1
0
1

11
5
1
1
2
36
11
2
2
6
88
3
1
4
11
15
2
3
1
1
4
4

146

72

218

5.0
2.3
0.5
0.5
0.9
16.5
5.0
0.9
0.9
2.8
40.4
1.4
0.5
1.8
5.0
6.9
0.9
1.4
0.5
0.5
1.8
1.8
100.0%
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Other miscellaneous artifacts recovered from the survey include a green faceted
glass bead (Figure 23), several brass furniture tacks (Figure 24), a partial iron hoe (Figure
25), a small hinge and a knife tang (Figure 26), and two splash lead fragments (Figure
27). The latter artifacts suggest that musketball production was practiced at High Point.

Figure 22. Green Glass Bottle From 500N 460E.

Figure 23. Green Faceted Glass Bead From 440N 400E (FS 36).
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Figure 24. Brass Furniture Tacks and Grommet. Left to right, FS 37, 37, 74, 81, 82.

Figure 25. Partial Iron Hoe From 450N 460E.

Figure 26. Small Iron Hinge and Knife Tang. Both are from 440N 480E.
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Figure 27. Splash Lead Fragments. From 420N 360E and 420N 340E, respectively.

Spatial Distributions
The spatial dimensions of artifact group and class distributions were originally
attempted with Surfer, using the wireframe map application (Honerkamp 2008).
However, the cumbersome and limited nature of this program prompted a re-analysis
using ArcGIS 9.2. The Spatial Analyst toolbar was used to generate IDW (inverse
distance weighted) artifact density maps for the project area, based on the tallies from the
survey units. To eliminate sample bias, only the 89 units that correspond to the 20-meter
grid interval that formed the primary sample at this site were used; the 11 supplemental
units are not included in the artifact contours shown below. The sample points are
indicated in yellow on the GIS maps. A yellow line represents High Point Road, as
determined from Trimble GPS readings; the southern sections of the road are projections.
This road location is considerably north of the road indicated on the USGS Sapelo Sound
map. Relatively high artifact frequency or weight are indicated in red, with green
symbolizing low or no artifacts, and yellow to orange indicating intermediate quantities;
natural breaks were used in the IDW color ramps.
It is assumed that ceramics, container glass, and faunal remains would be the most
useful artifact classes for identifying domestic/kitchen activities at the site. Figures 28 30 present the results of these classes, respectively. While there is limited correspondence
between ceramics and glass, glass is more abundant on the western margin of the site,
near the Mud River. Faunal remains conform even less closely: most occur in the
southern portion of the site, with almost none found on the western margin.
Similar spatial patterning ambiguity obtains for architectural artifact classes.
Again, tabby plaster (measured in grams) and square-section nails show some rough
similarities (Figures 31 and 32), but their clusters certainly cannot be considered as
identical. Window glass distributions (Figure 33) show even less spatial correspondence,
with a few fragments occurring south of High Point Road. That said, it should be noted
that the sample size is for this class is rather diminutive: no unit contained more than
three fragments. It is obviously quite localized at the site, occurring in only 6 of the
regular-interval units (and 3 of the off-interval units). One fragment may be associated
with the Griswold ruin. What can be said is that window glass was certainly rare at High
Point, perhaps reflecting the cursory nature of the domestic component there, nd/or a
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Figure 28. Historic Ceramic Distributions (all types) at High Point. Maximum sherd count = 30. The
Griswold foundations appear as dark rectangles.

Figure 29. Container Glass Distributions at High Point. Maximum of 8 fragments.
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Figure 30. High Point Faunal Remains. Range = 0 – 117 grams.

status or availability dimension. At Chocolate, widow glass was almost completely
absent in the slave cabin areas, in contrast to areas associated with the main house and
auxiliary structures; current Hog Hammock residents explained that slave cabins had
wooden shutters (“board windows”) rather than glazed windows (Honerkamp et al.
2007:58). Whether signaling a slave or planter occupation, there is probably a
socioeconomic facet to the presence or absence of window glass in the antebellum period
on Sapelo.
The somewhat underwhelming spatial correlation results presented above seem to
be a hallmark of this lightly occupied site. In fact, it might more accurately be stated that
several of our distribution maps exhibit inverse relationships. This is not an encouraging
outcome for making definitive statements regarding settlement patterning at High Point.
The lack of spatial co-occurrence is believed to be a function of the superficial nature of
the occupation(s) at 9MC66, as an overall low population density and/or brief duration(s)
have left behind modest quantities of behavioral by-products; both the absolute and the
relative artifact counts at High Point are low, especially when compared to Chocolate.
However, it should be noted that this is precisely what might be expected from the
documentary overview presented earlier.
Unlike Chocolate Plantation, which was intensively occupied and worked for a
half century by consecutive slave and planter families, the documentary picture at High
Point indicates sporadic and comparatively half-hearted occupations. At the intersite
level, this is reflected in the overall low artifact counts for the survey units at the site: the
average number of sherds, container glass fragments, and square nails was 1.6, 0.81 and
1.1, respectively, at High Point, compared to 2.2, 2.1, and 3.4 at Chocolate.
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Figure 31. Tabby Plaster Distributions at High Point. Maximum = 23232 g (Feature 10).

Figure 32. Square-Section Nail Distributions. Maximum = 10.
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Figure 33. Window Glass Distributions at High Point. Maximum = 3.

In order to better understand how the site may have evolved through time, a
comparison of “early and “late” ceramic distributions can be made. As measured by
beginning manufacturing dates, the occurrence of types that predate the introduction of
whiteware in 1813 include creamware, lead glazed & slipped earthenwares, Jackfield,
Ellersware, and all pearlware types except hand painted polychrome (1820 introduction;
from Digital Type Collections of the Florida State Museum, accessed at
http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/histarch/gallery_types/). Fifty-five sherds were used to
construct the IDW map shown in Figure 34, while 58 fragments of various whiteware
types were combined in the Figure 35 map.
While there are some distributional similarities, there are also several units that
are mutually exclusive for these two ceramic categories. Perhaps the most obvious
difference is the more circumscribed distribution of the earlier ceramics. The occurrence
of (relatively later) whiteware types adjacent to one of the suspected Griswold
structures—in this case, a possible detached kitchen—is in keeping with both the
documented history for this part of the site, the post-Spalding tabby construction
technique employed there, and the recovery of exclusively postbellum materials from the
associated Feature 3 well. Pre-whiteware sherds are conspicuously absent from the
Griswold vicinity.
Accenting the positive, the UTC survey produced a faint signature of the Societe
de Sapelo and/or Montalet, as seen in the discovery of French blade gunflints (Figure 16),
and the five faience sherds shown in Figure 34. The nearly complete gunflint is from
440N 440E, while the sherds came from 460N 380E (1), 460N 420E (3), and 480N 300E
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Figure 34. “Early” Ceramic Distributions at High Point.

Figure 35. Combined Whiteware Distributions at High Point.
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(1 sherd). The large sherd possesses a dark coating of manganese brown lead glaze on
the exterior. These French ceramic types were probably manufactured in the last half of
the 18th century to the early 19th century (Walthall 1991; Waselkov and Walthall 2002), a
range that is consistent with a French occupation of the site.

Figure 36. Faience From Survey Units. Left to right, FS 89 (3), FS 93, FS 69. All are Normandy Plain
except FS 93, Rouen Plain.

Conclusions
The survey results at High Point, particularly when contrasted with those from
Chocolate, present some interesting methodological issues. While a 20 meter survey
interval was successful at identifying above- and below-ground architectural and
archaeological assemblages at this site, consistent associations between features and
subsurface artifacts were sometimes lacking. The absence of a visible midden in most
units contrasted sharply with the heavy refuse deposits found at Chocolate. In the absence
of well developed cultural deposits, excavation of off-interval units was found to be
useful for defining sensitive archaeological areas. But in terms of simply locating historic
site remains, High Point provided an acid test of the effectiveness of the systematic
survey approach. Even with some major gaps due to tree density, it was possible to
discover significant artifact concentrations, map their distributions, and locate several
tabby features. Canopy closure worked in our favor for locating the latter remains: a light
understory in some areas allowed pedestrian surface surveys to be effective, which is rare
in the Southeast. Several of the small tabby blocks were encountered as a result of
clearing lines for laying out the systematic survey grid, which illustrates another happy
outcome of the interval chosen for this site.
A less abstract observation can also be reiterated concerning the history of High
Point. All the artifact distribution maps generated from this project serve to bring home
an important point: the Griswold structure is not the source of most of the historic
artifacts found at High Point. This is especially obvious when a distribution map of prewhiteware sherds is generated, as seen in Figure 34. The 55 “early” sherds that comprise
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this map are distributed well west and south of the Griswold foundations. This reinforces
an earlier leitmotif of this report, that the suspected Griswold structure most likely
represents a postbellum occupation at High Point. In terms of architectural characteristics
and material culture, it clearly is not associated with the Societe de Sapelo or Montalet.
While basing conclusions on negative evidence is risky business, what was not
found during the 2007 survey may also be significant to contact-period researchers.
Except for a single fragment of unglazed olive jar (Figure 3), found on the surface of the
west beach area, nothing resembling a Spanish presence was discovered at 40MC66. It
therefore seems reasonable to eliminate this part of the Island from contention as a site
for a Spanish mission. An extensive Yamassee or Guale presence is also not apparent in
this portion of the north end (see Appendix B).
Finally, the archaeological potential of this site has been well illustrated by the
survey results. Although McKay’s homesite was not positively identified, faint signatures
of the Sapelo Company’s presence over two centuries ago were discovered. So also was
the presence of several modest structures that may be associated with a slave presence at
High Point. A more extensive excavation approach will be needed to determine the
structure and function of these intriguing archaeological remains.
Outreach and Education
As was the case with the Chocolate project, an important goal of the High Point
effort was to develop an on-site outreach program that presented the results of the UTC
research to the permanent residents of Sapelo Island and other interested parties. Due to
High Point’s remote location, few visitors ever made it to the site, especially after a major
storm dropped several trees on both the east and west perimeter roads. Those hearty souls
who did visit High Point were given guided tours and shown whatever artifacts de jure
were available. In addition to on-site interpretation, the UTC team worked with Michele
Johnson to present an Archaeology Day program at the Hog Hammock Library on May
28, 2007. This program included a continuous PowerPoint presentation illustrating the
High Point field work, displays of artifacts recovered during the survey, and “live” UTC
archaeologists to answer questions. Several local residents visited the Library to attend
this event. Unfortunately, the Archaeology Day window of opportunity happened to
coincide with low tide, and many Island residents were engaged in netting activities at the
beach in preparation for a Memorial Day fish fry. Future programs will take the tide
schedules into account.
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Appendix A. UWG Draft Report on “Test Pit A,” 9MC 66.
The remains of several structural ruins consisting of tabby piers, a brick fireplace, and
brick rubble are located at High Point, Sapelo Island, Georgia. These ruins represent the
remnants of a main structure and at least two out-buildings. A possible well is located
west of the main structure.
This area is the rumored location of Dumoussay Field, a 1/5 undivided share of
the island allotted to Francis Marie Loys Mumoussay Delavauxe in 1790, when the island
was purchased and briefly shared by five Frenchmen until the early 1800’s. Dumoussay,
however, died in 1793 and was buried at High Point, where his tombstone was standing
as late as 1917 (_______).
Random surface collections have been taken at High Point during five
archaeological field seasons on the island, but because the area was outside specific target
areas during the various seasons, controlled subsurface investigations were not carried
out, with the exception of a single 2x2 meter test unit excavated during the 1979 field
season.
In order to gain information regarding the construction and occupation period of
the structures and their possible connection with Dumoussay, the artifacts collected were
analyzed for form, function and temporal provenience.
Artifacts collected consisted of ceramics, glass, metal and faunal material. Those
artifacts which yielded reliable function and dating characteristics will be addressed here.
Faunal material, small glass fragments and unidentifiable metal artifacts were noted, but
no dating or classification was attempted without certainty. Table 1 shows the
percentages and temporal range of dateable artifacts collected from the surface
surrounding the structures; Table 2 shows the percentages and temporal range of dateable
artifacts collected from Test Pit A.
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Appendix B. Aboriginal Pottery Types and Distributions At 9MC 66.
Type/Decoration

Frequency

Weight (in grams)

Deptford Linear Check

1

5.5

Wilmington Check Stamp

1

3.8

Wilmington Cord Marked

1

22.2

Wilmington Heavy Cord Marked

5

33.0

Wilmington Simple Stamp

1

10.4

Wilmington Plain

5

34.5

Savannah Check Stamp

1

5.8

Savannah Fine Cord Marked

15

35.4

Savannah Plain (incised rim)

1

1.9

Irene Complicated Stamp

2

29.6

Irene Filfot Stamp

3

35.2

Irene Reed Punctate

1

2.5

Irene Plain

2

10.0

Plain (various tempers)

7

20.6

Plain w/ Red Slip

1

1.8

UID Burnished Red Slip

1

3.1

UIC red slip

1

3.5

UID brushed

1

44.1

UID decorated

1

2.5

UID stamped

2

4.5

UID complicated stamp

1

1.8

Sherdlet

19

13.6

73

325.3

Totals
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Figure 37. Aboriginal Ceramic Distributions at High Point.
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